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Abstract— MPSoC architecture uses multiple processors which provide the flexibility to meet the performance needs of
multimedia applications. Almost all embedded systems employ software-managed memories known as scratch-pad
memories (SPM). SPMs are software controlled and hence the execution time of applications can be accurately
predicted. S c h e d u l i n g t h e t a s k s a n d m e m o r y p a r t i t i o n i n g a r e t w o d i f f e r e n t p o r t i o n s i n a n
e m b e d d e d a p p l i c a t i o n . Scheduling the tasks a n d m e m o r y p a r t i t i o n i n g a r e t w o d i f f e r e n t p o r t i o n s i n a n
e m b e d d e d a p p l i c a t i o n . Such a decoupled approach increases the execution time. In this paper we present an
integrated approach to task scheduling and SPM partitioning to further reduce the execution time of embedded
applications by round robin scheduling. This proposed technique is applied to real-time benchmark applications to show
the significant improvement of o u r integrated approach. S i m p l e s c a l a r s i m u l a t o r i s u s e d t o s h o w s o m e o f t h e
profiling data’s.
Index Terms— Memory partitioning, Multiprocessor system-on- chip , Round robin scheduling ,Scratchpad memory,
Simple Scalar Simulator, Task scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION
A Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) is a system-on-a-chip (SoC) which uses multiple processors usually
targeted for embedded applications. MPSoC contain multiple heterogeneous processing elements, a memory
hierarchy and I/O components and all these components are linked to each other by interconnect. The performance
needs of multimedia applications and telecommunication are met by these architectures.
Nowadays, the increase in memory access speed has failed to keep up with the increase in processor speed.
Hence the memory access latency a major issue in scheduling embedded applications on embedded systems. An
MPSoC is an attractive solution to the increasing complexity and size of embedded applications. Execution time
predictability is a critical issue for real-time embedded applications. MPSoC systems use software-controlled
memories known as scratchpad memories (SPMs), which allow execution times to be predicted accurately.
Unfortunately, SPMs are expensive and hence they are usually of limited size.
The tasks can be scheduled on different processors and then memory is partitioned for each task. The
computation time of each task depends on the amount of SPM allocated to the processor executing this task. The
problem of task scheduling and memory allocation on MPSoC’s is an NP- complete problem. Traditionally, these
two steps are per- formed separately where tasks are usually scheduled first and the SPM budget is then
partitioned among the processors. Such a decoupled technique may prevent reducing the computation time of
the whole application. These two steps can be integrated to improve the performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work of this paper. Section
III briefly describes the problem formulation .Section IV gives the motivation for this paper. Section V presents
the integrated task scheduling and memory partitioning and Section VI describes the round robin scheduling. Section
VII presents Experimental results and Section VIII draws the conclusion for this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Many research groups have studied the problem of task scheduling of applications on multiple processors where
the objective is to minimize the execution time. O. Ozturk and M. Kandemir [17] addressed the problem of
decomposing (partitioning) on-chip memory space across parallel processors and allocating data across memory
components in an integrated manner. The problem of integrated memory space partitioning and data allocation is
addressed for chip multiprocessors and is achieved by two components: an optimizing compiler and an ILP (integer
linear programming). M. Kandemir, J. Ramanujam, and A. Choudhury [16] presented a compiler strategy to
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optimize data accesses in regular array-intensive applications running on embedded multiprocessor environments.
S.-R. Kuang, C.-Y. Chen and R.-Z. Liao [7] presented “An integer linear programming (ILP)” based approach for
integrated hardware/software (HW/SW) partitioning and pipelined scheduling of embedded systems for
multimedia applications. The objective of this is to minimize the total component cost and the number of pipeline
stages subject to the throughput constraint on the pipelined architecture. R. Neimann and P. P. Marwedel [5]
described a new approach to hardware/software partitioning using integer programming (IP). The partitioning
approach described in this paper supports interfacing and hardware sharing and multi-processor systems.
V. Suhendra, C. Raghavan, and T. Mitra [18] proposed, an integrated task scheduling, mapping, SPM partitioning,
and data allocation based on Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation. For performance optimization, An
application-speciﬁc ﬂexible partitioning of the on-chip SPM budget among the processors is critical. Moreover,
SPM partitioning and scheduling the tasks of an application on to the processors and are inter-dependent even
though these steps are decoupled in the traditional design space exploration process.
Hassan Salamy, and J. Ramanujam, [1] presented an integrated approach for task scheduling and memory
partitioning to reduce the execution time.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. ARCHITECTURAL MODEL
In this paper, we focus on embedded single chip multiprocessor architecture as shown in Figure. I. The architecture
contains multi cores on chip. The cores can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. The processor cores communicate
with the shared off chip memory via bus. The architecture uses scratchpad memory (SPM), which is fast SRAM
managed by software. In the single-chip multiprocessor setting, each processor core can access its private SPM as
well as SPMs of other processors. Such a SPM is called virtually shared scratchpad memory or VS-SPM.

Fig I: MPSoC with virtually shared SPM

B. TASK DEPENDENCE GRAPH
Embedded applications usually consist of computation blocks, which are treated as tasks. There are usually
dependences between tasks (blocks) that should be respected in the schedule. Our problem formulation is based
on a task dependence graph (TDG).
A TDG is a directed acyclic graph which represents the key computation blocks (tasks) of an application nodes and
the communication between the tasks as edges. A task can be mapped to any of the processing cores. Therefore
associated with each tasks T are the execution times corresponding to running the task T on each of the processing
cores.
In case of homogeneous cores there will be only one execution time associated with each task. An edge from task
T to T’ represents the data transfer between the tasks. . Since the processors in our architectural model can be
heterogeneous, the execution time of each task depends on the processor to which this task is mapped as well as
the SPM memory allocated to that processor .A TDG is shown in Figure. II.
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Fig II: Task Dependence Graph (TDG)

C. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given an embedded application consisting of t tasks, an MPSoC architectural model, and an SPM budget, the
problem statement is described below.





Scheduling: Schedule the e tasks on the available processors.
Partitioning: Partition the SPM memory among the processors.
Assigning: Assign the scheduled tasks with allocated memory to each processor.
Find the execution time of the tasks.

The goal is to minimize the execution time in cycles of the embedded application on the MPSoC architectural
model.
D. MOTIVATION
Most works so far have treated task scheduling and memory partitioning as two decoupled steps that are performed
by first scheduling the tasks onto processors and then partitioning the available memory among processors.
Unfortunately, task scheduling and memory partitioning are interdependent and they should be integrated in one
step in order to get high quality schedules.
Unlike current approaches that treat task scheduling and memory partitioning as two separate problems, we solve
these two problems in an integrated fashion. This paper deals with developing effective heuristic for the task
scheduling and memory partitioning problem for a multiprocessor system- on-chip where a single application is
using the MPSoC at a time. These two steps are performed in an integrated fashion where the private on-chip
memory budget allocated to a processor is decided as tasks are mapped to this processor.
The computation time of a task depends on the processor to which it is mapped, as well as on the SPM memory
available for that task. Therefore, task scheduling should take into consideration the varying computation time of
a task based on the processor and the SPM budget.
E. TASK SCHEDULING AND MEMORY PARTITIONING
A good heuristic for task scheduling and memory partitioning should take into consideration the varying execution
time of a task throughout the process of building the schedule.
Consider the example in Figure. II of a task graph with six tasks, T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5, Task T2, T3, depends
on tasks T1, and T5, depends on tasks T2, and T3. The edge between two tasks Ti and Tj indicate that a
communication cost should be accounted for provided that these two tasks are allocated to two different processors.
In this paper, the tasks can be scheduling with no scratch pad memories (SPM).The execution time is more when
there is no SPM. SPM budget will be equally divided between processors P1 and P2 regardless of what tasks
are mapped to what processors and this equally partitioned SPM reduces the computation time of the whole
application.
The available SPM can be divided between the two processors in any ratio to further reduce this application’s
computation time. Such decoupled approaches increase the execution time. Our heuristic can reduce the
computation time as it integrates task scheduling and memory allocation into one step.
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Using profiling of the tasks in the embedded application, Min, Avg, and Max values are calculated for each task
on each of the available heterogeneous processors.
We define elasticity of a task as the extent to which this task can benefit from a larger SPM. In other words, we
define elasticity as the extent to which the computation cost of a task on Pi may decrease as the SPM budget
of Pi is increased from the current budget to size where size is the maximum amount of SPM budget available in our
model. Elasticity of a task with respect to current and minimum computation time is given by,
Elasticity=Curi-Mini/Curi

(1)

The Processor End Compilation (PEC) of a processor is related to the elasticity of the tasks scheduled on that
processor. The PEC value provides the flexible essence of our heuristic as at each step the heuristic looks beyond
the current SPM budgets distribution in its task mapping decision to an estimate of future distributions in future
steps. In our heuristic, if assigning task Ti to either of two different processors will have the same increase value
in the overall schedule time, we schedule Ti on the processor with the higher elasticity under the current SPM
budget. The elasticity of a processor is the average value of the elasticity of the tasks scheduled on this processor.
PEC (Pk)=End-time(Pk)- ∑ [Cur(Tj)-(Cur(Tj)-1+elasticity(Tj)]
Tj€Pk

(2)

F. PIPELINED SCHEDULING
Most streaming applications such as multimedia and Digital signal processing applications are iterative in nature.
The execution of the graph is evoked repeatedly for a stream of input data for these applications. Hence these
applications are amenable to pipelined implementation. The pipelined implementation benefits from allowing
multiple processors execute multiple iterations of the task graph at the same time. The goal of sequential
implementation is to reduce the execution time of the single iteration of the task graph.
Pipeline scheduling benefits from allowing tasks from different embedded application instances to be scheduled
at each stage of the pipeline. This type of scheduling decreases the time between the start times of two
consecutive iterations of the task graph. The number of processors in the MPSoC system is equal to the maximum
number of stages.
G. INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING (ILP) FORMULATION
The optimal solution with pipelining is based on the ILP formulation to further reduce the execution time. We first
formulate the scheduling of tasks on multiple processors. This formulation is then extended to handle the pipeline
scheduling. Finally, we formulate SPM partitioning and data allocation and integrate it with the formulation of
task scheduling.
The objective of ILP is to minimize the critical path through the task graph that is, the objective is to minimize the
completion or end time of the last task.
H. ROUND ROBIN SCHEDULING
Round robin scheduling is a pre-emptive version of first-served scheduling. Each process in round robin scheduling
is allowed to run for only a limited amount of time and this time interval is known as a time-slice or quantum.
The process is pre-empted if a process does not complete or get blocked because of an I/O operation within the time
slice. In such a case, the time slice expires and. process gets pre-empted. This process which is pre-empted is placed
at the back of the ready list where it must wait for the processes that were already on the list to cycle through the
CPU. Figure.III shows the round robin scheduling stages.
Each task in a processor gets a brief chance to run if the quantum is short because it allows many processes to
circulate through the processor quickly. By doing so, the iterative performance can be improved.
Context switch per overhead can be expressed as:
context switch overhead = C / (Q+C)

(3)

Where Q is the length of the time-slice and C is the context switch time. Efficiency is increased when there is an
increase in Q.
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I. ROUND ROBIN SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
 Start the process and Declare the array size
 After declaration, get the value and determine the number of elements to be inserted.
 With the elements inserted Set the time sharing system (quantum) with pre-emption
 The quantum is defined from 10 to 100ms
 Declare the queue as a circular and Make the CPU scheduler goes around the ready queue allocating CPU to
each process.

Fig III: Round Robin Scheduling

 The process is dispatched after quantum expires.
 The process release the CPU if the process have burst less than the time quantum
 The process is put into the tail of ready queue and the schedule select next process If the process have bust
greater than quantum time.
 Display the results and Stop the process.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented five approaches to solve the task scheduling and memory allocation problem. They are
mentioned below:
 Decoupled task scheduling and memory partitioning assuming equally partitioned SPM among alavailable
processors TSMP−EQUAL;
 Decoupled task scheduling and memory partitioning with non-equally partitioned SPM among different
processors, TSMP−ANY;
 Our integrated task scheduling and memory partitioning approach, TSMP−INTEG;
 Our heuristic with pipelining TSMP−PIPE;
 The optimal solution with pipelining based on the ILP formulation ILP−PIPE
 We used the Cjpeg real-life programs from the Mediabench and MiBench, as test benchmarks.
We used Simplescalar architectural simulation to profile the used benchmarks. Simplescalar can simulate the
execution of an application on complex multiprocessor system on- chip architectures with different memory
hierarchies. Through the simple scalar profiler, we extract the profiling data such as variable sizes and access
frequencies and execution time of each task. The profiling is intended to: 1) divide each application into
computation blocks referred to as
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tasks; 2) find the computation times (Min, Avg, Max) for each task on each available processor in processor
cycles; 3) find the number of variables; 4) the number of times each variable is used, freq; and 5) the size in bytes
for each variable in the current application.
Table I: Comparison Chart
Execution Time(ms) for
TSMP Based on

Static
Scheduling

Round Robin
Scheduling

Equal
Non-Equal

516.94
28.58

98.8
20.78

Integrated

19.54

17.78

Integrated Approach With Pipelining

16.48

10

Pipelining based on ILP Formulation

14.26

5

We tested the benchmark, assuming a multiprocessor system on chip of two processors and a scratch pad memory
with size that varies between 4 kB and 4 MB. We assume 100-cycle latency for off-chip memory access compared
to 1-cycle latency for the SPM on-chip memory. We tested the benchmark under three SPM budgets chosen based
on the size of the benchmark. The choice of SPM sizes for each benchmark is essential as too little SPM or too
much SPM for a certain embedded application may not reflect the effectiveness of our heuristic. The off-chip
memory size is assumed to be unlimited, that is, it can hold all the data variables needed by the embedded
application.
The columns in Table: I show the comparison between Static and Round Robin Scheduling for TSMP− EQ,
TSMP− ANY, and TSMP− INTEG.
The improvement greatly depends on the structure of the embedded application. TSMP− ANY improved over
TSMP− EQ from little improvement close to dramatic improvement.
Such improvements show that static memory allocation that is, partitioning the SPM budget equally among the
processors limits the effectiveness of SPM memories as it does not consider the characteristics of the tasks
assigned to a processor in its memory partitioning decision.
Our integrated approach for task scheduling and memory partitioning, TSMP− INTEG, further improved the
results over the decoupled approach, TSMP− ANY. TSMP− INTEG improved over TSMP − ANY from little
improvement close to dramatic improvement. This improvement is due to the guidance that our integrated
approach uses to partition the memory based on the fact that the SPM configuration of a certain processor
depends on the tasks mapped to that processor.
The p i p e l i n i n g results emphasize the fact that such embedded applications can benefit significantly from
pipelining. The pipeline cost is the computation time needed for one pipeline stage. As expected, our embedded
applications greatly benefit from pipelining as the execution time is decreased on average compared to
TSMP− INTEG. In order to show the effectiveness of our task scheduling/memory partitioning heuristic,
INTEG, we compared it to an optimal integer linear formulation (ILP) based on the ILP formulation of this
problem ILP− PIPE.
We tested our heuristic on the Cjpeg benchmark. Figure. IV show the results achieved by our heuristic when
considering a system with four processors and an SPM budget ranging from 512K to 4Min a real time Cjpeg
benchmark.

Fig IV: Results for cjpeg benchmark
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an effective heuristic that integrates task scheduling and memory partitioning of
embedded applications on system-on-chip with scratchpad memory. Our integrated approach using round robin
scheduling significantly improved the results over static scheduling. This approach can be further enhanced using
another scheduling algorithm.
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